So what makes Fred’s Photography
different?
 Simple... You legally own every picture! You
are paying us to do a job, so rightfully all the
images we take should belong to you!
 You get all of your full-sized original colour
digital images of your wedding, colour and
light corrected.
 Various wedding packages starting from
$750
 Free Engagement shoot with all packages
including printable Images.
The ultimate memory in years to come - We
bring art to a wedding, creating and capturing
memories and emotions... after the party has
finished, the cake has
been eaten, and the
dress is in a box, the
only thing left is the
photography. I want our
brides and grooms to
look at their wedding
pictures in years to
come and still be able to
feel the emotions they
felt on their wedding day.
No chance of a reshoot, weddings are a one time event! Wedding photography is
the most challenging type
of photography, it is not
easy, you need a lot of
experience, we cannot
have a bad day – there is
no chance of a re-shoot
Right place... Right
time... - To capture those
moments you need a lot
of past experience to
know and understand the natural flow of a
wedding. Most weddings are similar but often

run very differently.
We have shot
hundreds of
weddings, in the 40
years we have been
in business.
What’s the cost to
buy the original digital files? - Your original
digital files, which are all in colour, are already
included in the prices advertised on this
website/pricelist. We don’t want to keep your
photographs, you will have hired us to capture
your photographs, not keep them. All our
couples receive all the photographic images we
capture and copied to a DVD.
Our Wedding Photography Packages
If you only ever read one page of our website,
make sure it is this one as it contains some
important information from which you can
accurately compare
photographers
wedding prices and
packages.
Fred’s Photography
provides full
Copyright to our
bride and grooms without any additional cost. All
our packages include every photo we take!
(except for the ones with closed eyes etc.)
All of the images provided are the full resolution,
colour and light corrected and will not be down
sized in anyway!
Listed below are our most popular wedding
packages. Just give us a call at 519-842-9554 or
send us an email fredsphotography@rogers.com
Booking deposit $250, half before the wedding
and balance payable when you receive your
DVD.

2014/15 wedding packages & prices:

you get the copyright, you pay us to
capture your images, not to keep them

full resolution files are supplied

engagement shoot is included with all
packages including the images

all prices are subject to
HST @ 13%
$750 · Formal Portraits · Up
to 2 Hours photography
 Up to 2 hours of
photographic shooting time
 formals, of bride and
groom, bridal party and
family photos
 all images are adjusted for light exposure
and colour correctness
 DVD includes your ready to print files
 includes approximately 6-8 hours post shoot
photographic editing
$975 · Wedding Ceremony and Formal
Portraits · Up to 4 Hours
 Up to 4 hours of photographic shooting time
 ceremony, formals, bridal party and family
photos
 all images are adjusted for light exposure
and colour correctness
 DVD includes your ready to print files
 includes approximately 8-10 hours post
shoot photographic editing

$1250 · Wedding Coverage up to Cake
Cutting · Up to 6 Hours
 Up to 6 hours of photographic shooting time
 brides home, ceremony, formals, bridal party
unlimited locations, cake cutting pre-posed
 all images are adjusted for light exposure
and colour correctness

 DVD includes your ready to print files
 includes approximately 9-12 hours post
shoot photographic editing
$1500 · Wedding Coverage up to First Dance
· Up to 9 Hours
 by far our most requested package
 9 hours of photographic shooting time
 brides home, ceremony, formals, bridal party
unlimited locations, reception, speeches, first
dance
 all images are adjusted for light exposure
and colour correctness
 DVD includes your ready to print files
 includes approximately 12-16 hours post
shoot photographic editing
$2000 · Full Day Wedding Coverage · up to
12 Hours · Best Value
 for couples wanting everything photographed
during their wedding day
 12 hours of photographic shooting time
including a second photographer for candid
shots.
 brides home, ceremony, formals, bridal party
unlimited locations, reception, speeches, first
dances, bouquet & garter toss, full evening
reception up to 11:00 pm
 all images are adjusted for light exposure
and colour correctness
 DVD includes your ready to print files
 includes approximately 12-20 hours post
shoot photographic editing
Wedding albums
When booking a photographer please consider
his/her overall cost. We have chosen to
separate the cost of the photographic work and
the cost of the albums. We do this because
some couples opt to have no album at all, as
they have the original images from us and
complete the album task themselves. Costing it
this way enables us to be absolutely transparent

with our prices, ensuring you have no escalating
or hidden costs after your special day.
We can supply virtually any wedding album that
is available Worldwide.
Many bride and grooms
design these themselves. If
you prefer us to do the
design job for you, we can
quote a price to complete
this for you.
Finished Portraits
If you would like us to print some of your
photographs that are completely retouched in
addition to light exposure and colour correctness
we would be pleased to do so. For the cost go to
our reorder page http://www.fredsphoto.on.ca/
EN/reorder.php

DVD Information
The images on the DVD are all printable
however in most cases you will need to first put
the images on your computer and then transfer
the ones you want printed to a memory stick or
CD.
New “Wedding Registration Book.”......
$150.00
This is a unique book with
photographs from your
engagement photographs
and lots of room for the
wedding
guests to sign. Ask to see a
sample.
Recommend a wedding and get rewarded.
Please call 519-842-9554 or email us for more
information.
Recommended By: ______________________
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